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Father and son, in spite of
everything

My Boy
OLIVIER SCHRAUWEN
‘My Boy’ is a collection of five tragicomic short stories about a
wealthy father and his physically underdeveloped son. The father
figure is a jovial aristocrat, cordial and exuberant, who tries to
accept his son as he is. But the red-haired pre-schooler hardly talks,
is as big as a finger puppet and is equipped with exceptionally
spindly limbs and large ears.

AUTHOR

‘My Boy’ reads like an undiscovered classic.
THE COMICS REPORTER

The album evokes the atmosphere of American newspaper comic
strips at the beginning of the 20th century. That sweet, dated style
gives added intensity to Schrauwen’s playful nightmares. The
atmosphere, colouring and drawing style are reminiscent of
Winsor McCay. Like McCay, Schrauwen steers his little character
through absurd fantasy stories, surrounds him with many animals
and strange creatures, and creates several McCay-like architectural
masterpieces.
The defenceless son, who is always dressed in a lovely blue
playsuit, unintentionally creates chaos everywhere he goes. Danger
is always lurking, and the father tries to protect his boy. Everything
relates to that theme: the concern of a father for his son. A silly,
exaggerated father and a ludicrous, feeble son, but a parent and
child, in spite of everything.

Olivier Schrauwen (b. 1977) calls himself a
tinkerer. Since his award-winning debut My
Boy, Schrauwen’s work has achieved
international success, and the author has
become something of a phenomenon. He has
a highly confident style that teeters between
fluid naturalism and graphic abstraction.
Schrauwen's comics are consistently
surprising, while unraveling a mysterious
thread that binds all of his works together.
Art Spiegelman (of ‘Maus’ fame) referred to
him as ‘the most original cartoonist I’ve fallen
onto since Chris Ware or Ben Katchor’.
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